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I consider joining Greenwood project since it is one of the leading platforms that offers internship and an opportunity for students to exploit and expand their career growth. I firmly hold my dreams and aspirations in finance and, therefore, seek to join this exposure initiative at Greenwood. I have an excellent academic background and an exquisite resume with diverse achievements. I am passionate about finance, and I seek to gain an industrial understanding of financial elements, including stocks, bonds and balance sheets. Moreover, Greenwood internship shapes one financial capability through learning and application of analytical techniques and equations such as NPV, WACC, and CAPM.

I have exhibited high understanding, outstanding communication skills, and proper leadership skills through my high school and lower grade levels. I have been a school basketball captain and led the institution in clinching various trophies. In my last years in high school, I initiated an environmental activist group. I mobilized all the students to participate in planting trees, educating the public on the importance of conservation and proper disposal of wastage in towns. I believe this opportunity would be essential in shaping me to undertake challenging societal activities.

Moreover, I see this scholarship as an opportunity to fast track my growth in academics, personal and professional life. I am determined to grow my corporate skills and interpersonal skills hence strengthening my career aspirations. Moreover, the internship at Greenwood is vital in expanding my network with reputable organizations which will ultimately promote my career growth. This scholarship will have considerable impacts on my life by reducing my financial burden and grant sufficient time for my studies. Moreover, I will extend my charitable work and
explore my potential in community service work and consequently achieve my academic excellence.